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From the Arizona Congressman, a 21st-century Band of Brothers chronicling the eternal bonds
forged between the Marines of Lima Company, the hardest-hit unit of the Iraq WarAt first, they
were “Lucky Lima.” Infantryman Ruben Gallego and his brothers in Lima Company—3rd
Battalion, 25th Marines, young men drawn from blue-collar towns, immigrant households,
Navajo reservations—returned unscathed on patrol after patrol through the increasingly violent
al Anbar region of Iraq, looking for weapons caches and insurgents trying to destabilize the
nascent Iraqi government. After two months in Iraq, Lima didn't have a casualty, not a single
Purple Heart, no injury worse than a blister. Lucky Lima.Then, in May 2005, Lima’s fortunes
flipped. Unknown to Ruben and his fellow grunts, al Anbar had recently become a haven for al
Qaeda in Mesopotamia. The bin Laden-sponsored group had recruited radicals from all over the
world for jihad against the Americans. On one fateful day, they were lured into a death house; the
ambush cost the lives of two men, including a platoon sergeant. Two days later, Ruben’s best
friend, Jonathon Grant, died in an IED attack, along with several others. Events worsened from
there. A disastrous operation in Haditha in August claimed the lives of thirteen Marines when an
IED destroyed their amphibious vehicle. It was the worst single-day loss for the Marines since
the 1983 Beirut bombings. By the time 3/25 went home in November, it had lost more men than
any other single unit in the war. Forty-six Marines and two Navy Corpsmen serving with the
battalion in Iraq were killed in action during their roughly nine-month activation.They Called Us
“Lucky” details Ruben Gallego’s journey and includes harrowing accounts of some of the war’s
most costly battles. It details the struggles and the successes of Ruben—now a member of
Congress—and the rest of Lima Company following Iraq, examining the complicated matter of
PTSD. And it serves as a tribute to Ruben’s fallen comrades, who made the ultimate sacrifice for
their country. 

“A deeply felt, swift-moving account of war and its complex aftermath.” -- Kirkus Reviews (starred
review)"A striking account of the men and women who defend our great nation. A great gift for
anyone who values their dedication and sacrifice." -- Scott Kelly"A powerful, grunt’s-eye view of
modern combat and the struggle to readjust to life back home. ... This searing autobiography
leaves a mark." -- Publishers Weekly“A forthright memoir about a man who fought enemies, both
external and internal. The journey of the soldier doesn’t end when they are discharged, as
Gallego shows, the adjustment is constant. The scars of war permeate even the toughest of
soldiers and Gallego’s memoir proves that with empathy and sympathy.” -- San Francisco Book
Review"An outstanding entry in the field of military memoir, Gallego's colloquial narrative stays
on target throughout his many grim experiences with Lima Company, 3rd Battalion, 25th Marines
in the Iraq War. ... Ruben Gallego offers a spellbinding account of his 'spur of the moment'



decision to enlist and his devastating experiences at the height of the Iraq War." -- Shelf
Awareness --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorRuben Gallego (D, AZ)
represents the 7th District of Arizona in the U.S. House of Representatives. A son of Hispanic
immigrants, Representative Gallego was the first in his family to attend college, graduating from
Harvard University with a degree in international relations. While an undergrad, Gallego enlisted
as an infantryman in the Marine Corps Reserve. Corporal Gallego deployed to Iraq in 2005,
where he and the other members of Lima Company, 3rd Battalion, 25th Marine Regiment, saw
some of the fiercest fighting of the war. Elected to Congress in 2014 as a Democrat, Gallego is a
member of the House Committee on Veterans’ Affairs and the House Armed Services
Committee, where he serves as chairman of the Intelligence and Special Operations
subcommittee. Gallego lives in Phoenix, Arizona, with his wife and son.Jim DeFelice is the co-
author, with former U.S. Navy SEAL Chris Kyle, of the multi-million-copy bestseller American
Sniper, the source for Clint Eastwood’s film starring Bradley Cooper. His other books
include Omar Bradley: General at War; Rangers at Dieppe; and West Like Lightning: The Brief,
Legendary Ride of the Pony Express. He lives in upstate New York.--This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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AuthorsCopyrightAbout the PublisherPrologueWere We in Combat?We measure everything in
war. The distance to the enemy. The distance to home.Our clothes are measured. Our boots. We
measure the time before we leave, the time of patrols, the time until we return.We measure
ourselves.The one thing that we cannot measure is luck. But luck is the most important factor in
war. All the other measurements can line up perfectly, and yet not guarantee success, or even
survival.Without luck in war, we’re all dead.That I know in every inch of my body, in every
moment’s pulse. I lived it as a Marine in Iraq, enduring some of the bloodiest fighting of the
occupation. I escaped death eleven times by my count, all because of luck.I wasn’t the only one
who was lucky. My whole unit—Lima Company—3rd Battalion, 25th Marine Regiment, 4th
Marine Division—was lucky. I was in 1st Platoon during spring 2005, high tide of the war against
America in Iraq. Any conceivable thing had been made into a weapon, and the vast stretches of
western Iraq transformed into a triangle of death.“Lucky Lima” the media called us. Weeks of
combat and not one casualty. Leadership considered us the golden boys, up for
anything.Remarkable, considering we were civilian Marines—members of a Reserve unit who,
after our early training, met for only a weekend a month and a few weeks a year. We were
Marines, but we worked civilian jobs and had “regular” lives, unlike our brothers and sisters in
the active-duty components of the Corps.We were damn lucky. Good, yes, but also lucky.That
was before the measure of our luck ran out. Before my best friend, Jonathan Grant, was killed.
Before Staff Sergeant Goodwin was killed in Hell House. Before the tortured snipers. Before the
amphibious vehicle I was supposed to be sitting in was destroyed and its occupants burned
alive. Before we knew that Luck ran inversely against Time—the longer you stayed in a place,
the less luck you had.Time, too, is a measure in war. Its passage teases and seduces, slowing
for long stretches then roaring away when you need it most.Time heals by making you forget, but
war is impossible to forget. You wouldn’t want it any other way—if you forgot war, you’d forget the
brothers who had your back when the bullets flew. You would forget the Bailons, or Taylor, or
McKenzie. The living, as well as the dead.You’d forget Grant, his encouragement, his easy
laugh, his ability to see you through the precarious promise of luck.You’d forget the candy and
beef jerky he carried on patrol. You’d forget how he stole your music. How he helped make you
the best Marine you could be.You’d forget Goodwin’s American flag bandanna. You’d forget
Andre Williams’s easy smile.So you don’t forget.You walk the distance from the U.S. Capitol in
Washington to Arlington National Cemetery to remember what the war revealed about yourself.
You spend every Memorial Day at church, the one day of the year when you can hear God’s



voice, and He returns the favor. You help friends and strangers with PTSD, only to realize it took
hold of you long ago.I say “you.” I mean “me.” Your measure of luck may be entirely different from
mine.McKENZIESPRING 2007PHOENIX, ARIZONAI’m working in a PR firm. Toward the end of
the day, I get a call from my friend Jonithan McKenzie. I can tell right off from the tone in his voice
that he’s in trouble.Life and death trouble.“Ruben,” he asks, “were we in combat?”Were we in
combat?!God, were we in combat. Barely two years before, McKenzie and I were Marine grunts
in Lima Company, 3/25—members of the 3rd Battalion of the 25th Regiment, a Reserve unit that
was part of the 4th Marine Division, assigned to patrol northwestern Iraq. We were Lucky Lima,
the unluckiest lucky company in the U.S. Marine Corps. In just under six months, we lost twenty-
two Marines and one Navy corpsman killed in action. All told, our battalion lost forty-eight men,
the most casualties of any Marine unit since the Beirut bombing in 1983, when two hundred
twenty Marines died in their barracks.That was a hell of a record for any unit in combat, let alone
a Reserve unit.Images flew into my head unbidden as McKenzie waited for an answer. Sniper
bullets whipping by me in an open field. One of our amtrac vehicles overturned from a massive
IED.I saw my best friend, smiling because he was alive. The image morphed into a stuffed
seabag sitting on an empty bunk—he wasn’t so lucky two days later.“McKenzie, what’s wrong?” I
asked, though I dreaded the answer.In a shaky voice, he told me he was trying to get into a
hospital for mental care. He was at the edge—he was sure he was going to kill himself, because
he couldn’t take Iraq anymore. He’d come home with me two years before, but in many ways he
was still back in Mesopotamia with our dead brothers.He knew he needed help. But the VA
wasn’t going to clear him, because his records said he’d never been in combat. And if you
weren’t in combat, you couldn’t have PTSD. And if you didn’t have PTSD, they couldn’t help,
even if the alternative was suicide.“Of course you were in combat,” I told him. “We were all in
combat.”“I thought so,” he said.He said a few other things that I don’t remember. Whatever they
were, they were more than enough to convince me he was in very deep trouble, very much in
need of professional help.“Where are you?” I asked.“At the VA. Are you sure we were in
combat?”“We were in fuckloads of combat. Where exactly are you?”Albuquerque.The more we
talked, the more desperate he seemed. He wasn’t just close to the edge. He was dangling from
it, suspended over the endless abyss by a fingertip.“Go home,” I told him finally. “Be there as
soon as I can.”I left the office, got in my car, and started driving. He was four hundred miles away
across the desert. He could have been on the moon, and I still would have gone.PEOPLE HAVE
THIS IMAGE OF MARINES AS ALMOST SUPERHUMAN. WE ARE A LOT of things—well
trained, highly disciplined, loyal to our country and fellow Marines. We have a proud history of
courage and achievement. We value integrity, service, and sacrifice.But we’re not superhumans,
not close. Metal rips through our flesh as readily as through anyone else’s. We may be a bit
better at handling stress and trauma than the average non-Marine, but human biology has its
limits, and not even the most rigorous training can get you beyond those.We fight. We kill. We do
what we have to do. Sometimes we cry when we’re done.McKenzie—Sergeant Jonithan
McKenzie—was a lot closer to the ideal version of a Marine than I was. A Navajo, he’d been in



Recon, the Corps’ version of the Navy SEALs and Army Special Forces. Inserted into Lima
Company with a bunch of us from New Mexico to fill out the roster, he was our platoon’s “Guide,”
essentially the executive officer to the platoon sergeant. As the second-ranking NCO
(noncommissioned officer) in the unit, McKenzie worked as a floating advisor on missions.
Rather than directly leading the platoon or one of its squads, he’d generally pop up where the
action was, a source of experience and another set of eyes where needed.McKenzie was the
guy who had your back when you were in a bad place, and knew where you should plan on
taking a left when everyone else thought you should go right or straight ahead. He’d get to you
without a lot of talk, let alone hesitation.Him calling now, and sounding the way he sounded—
beyond desperate—touched off something in me. Part of it was instinct, I guess—a natural
reaction as a human being to help someone in trouble. And another part had been learned and
earned in the Corps: you don’t leave your combat buddy on the battlefield; and on the battlefield,
every Marine is your combat buddy.Iraq had been years and thousands of miles away, but as my
impulse to help showed, we were still fighting that war.I.Harvard MarineImpulsive, emotional
decisions are out of character for me. I’m the guy who had a four-year plan to get into Harvard
even though my family was dirt poor. I don’t make a dinner reservation without carefully scoping
the restaurant’s menu.But ironically, my decision to become a Marine, one of the most important
and consequential choices of my life, was largely spur of the moment, certainly as much an
impulse as anything else I’ve done in life.It was the fall of 2000. I’d flamed out at Harvard, on an
enforced “pause.” Though unenrolled, I was still living nearby. The administration had promised
me I could reenroll, and I had every intention of doing so, proving that I was now on the straight
and narrow. I wanted to resume my studies, and after graduation get a job in the State
Department or the field of international relations. I had good reason to believe I’d convince
Harvard to reaccept me, but for the time being those ambitions were on hold.I was walking
through Boston Common when I saw a Marine Corps recruiting office across the street.I headed
that way. Curiosity, fate, maybe boredom, took me through the door.A Marine recruiter asked me
what I wanted.“I’ve always thought about joining up,” I told him, not mentioning that those
thoughts were vague at best. “I have some time now, between semesters. I wonder if I
could?”“You mean join the Reserves?”I had no, exactly zero, idea what the Reserves meant, or
what the difference between it and “regular” service arms were. I explained my situation and told
the recruiter that I planned on going back to school in a few months. He explained how the
Reserves worked.If you’ve ever gone to a recruiting station, you probably realize that was a bit
unusual. Many recruiters aren’t all that interested in getting you to sign up for the Reserves. They
have quotas to meet, and most if not all of those involve the regular service branches. But this
Marine suggested I come back the next day and take an ASVAB test.“OK.”ASVAB stands for
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery. It’s essentially an aptitude test that identifies your
basic intelligence level and what particular skills you may have.I must have done well because
his eyes were saucers as he looked things over. “Look at all these great jobs we have for you,” he
told me, offering everything from law clerk to something in computers. It was all nerdy stuff.“But



this is the Marine Corps,” I told him. “If I wanted to be a law clerk, I could just go to the Air Force.
At least there I’d get to hang around women.”Not a politically correct answer, especially since the
Corps does have female members. But he took it in stride.Then I told him I wanted to be in the
infantry.“It’s hard to be in infantry,” he answered.“If I’m going to be a Marine, I want to be a
Marine.”He claimed there were no infantry spots open.I know now that was BS. There are always
infantry slots open. I suspect the problem was that he needed to fill some of those other spots he
was pushing, and here was the perfect candidate to help him get his attaboy.So I left.Then one
day he called me up. “You want to be a mortarman?” he asked.“What’s a mortarman?”“You’re in
the infantry. You have a mortar.”Sure, I told him. Sounds good.He was pleased. The only catch
was, I had to sign and leave in five days.“If you help me move out of my apartment,” I told him, “I’ll
take it.”A day or two later, he showed up with a few recruits and helped me get my stuff over to
my fraternity, Sigma Chi, where I could store it. Less than a week later, I reported to Parris Island
for boot camp.THE WORDS “HARVARD” AND “MARINE” SEEM ALMOST CONTRADICTORY
THESE days. Colleges in general are assumed to be liberal, and members of the military—
Marines especially—are presumed to be conservative. Those assumptions are clichés—
Harvard has a number of veterans who are undergrads, and I know Marines who are even more
liberal than me—but there is truth in them. The idea of a young adult going to college as an
enlisted man rather than an officer seems like even more of an oxymoron, especially if that
college is an elite Ivy League institution. Like many schools, Harvard has an ROTC program, but
the aim for a Reserve Officer Training Corps candidate is to become an officer. After all, in most
people’s minds, being an officer is better than being enlisted, and if you’re good enough to get
into Harvard, then surely you’re good enough to be an officer instead of a grunt.It’s not my
purpose here to disabuse people of their erroneous assumptions, or even point out that seven
percent of our enlisted personnel these days have college degrees and a significant number of
other men and women are working toward them. Speaking strictly for myself, I chose to become
an enlisted man because of the commitment I was willing to make. I wished to serve my country,
but I didn’t want the military to be a career, or even a very long-term commitment. As a Reserve
Marine, I could expect to spend less time over the course of my service deployed. I would have
flexibility to pursue my education and my actual career. I had no interest in becoming a career
military officer—though I could opt for that down the line if I changed my mind.Two things were
important:One, I wanted to be a Marine. No slight to the other services, but the Corps is the best.
Period.The Marines had always held a special place in my mind. Among Latinos and Hispanics
there is a strong tradition of joining the Corps, and undoubtedly I absorbed that growing up. It’s
almost like, if you are going to go into the military, then being a Marine is or should be the default
choice. The Corps has generally reciprocated, and its ranks historically have included more
Hispanics and Latinos percentagewise than are in the general population.Two, I wanted to be a
fighting Marine. All Marines are riflemen, true. But if I was going to be a Marine, I wanted to be on
the front line, seeing action.Even though I was signing up for the Reserves, I knew that it was
very likely I would be deployed. This was before 9/11 and the invasion of Iraq. I don’t claim any



sort of clairvoyance, but the Marines traditionally have been called to the front lines of any
conflict, big or small. Being a relatively small branch it was highly likely that the Reserves would
be activated and rotated to the front. I had no problem with that; on the contrary, I was excited by
the prospect.Did I want to kill people?No. I wasn’t a sociopath; I didn’t want to kill people. Frankly,
the Corps wouldn’t have taken me if I were.But were I to be in combat and the situation called for
it, I would absolutely do my duty. That’s what war is about.BOOT CAMPLike any smart recruit, I
kept my head down as much as possible in boot camp. I’ve never been very athletic, so the
physical training was difficult for me. But the aim of that portion of basic training is to get a recruit
in decent condition, not make the Olympics. Do what you’re told, and you’ll become physically fit.
I ended up in the best shape of my life.It’s possible that some recruits succeed on innate ability,
and others do well because of experiences they’ve already had in civilian life. I succeeded
because I was not going to fail, and if that meant extra work to master a task, I went at it. One of
the cardinal lessons you’re taught in boot camp is how to handle and take care of your rifle. I’d
never fired one before, let alone cleaned or assembled one. I practiced those skills in the dark
until I could identify each part by touch, and put them together blindfolded.It took time, but I
wasn’t going to fail.One thing I didn’t do: mention Harvard. I knew that I would invite a lot of
ribbing and worse, so I kept it to myself. It wasn’t until the third or maybe fourth phase of our
training that my cover was blown.One day at mail call, a package arrived for me. If you had a
package, one of the drill instructors would be present when it was opened. Recruits are only
allowed to have certain items while training, and the drill is going to make sure no contraband
sneaks in through the mail.Fair enough.This happens in the squad bay with the rest of the unit
there, and even the most innocuous items can generate a great deal of humor.I hadn’t gotten
much mail while I was there, so I was surprised when the drill instructor called my name. He had
a box in front of him. He opened it and looked inside.“Recruit, do you go to Harvard?”“This
recruit does not go to Harvard,” I answered truthfully. Because technically I wasn’t enrolled.You
can’t get around a smart drill instructor.“Did you go to Harvard at some point?”“This recruit
attended Harvard for a year and a half,” I said, hoping to limit the damage.“Do you intend on
going back to Harvard at some point?” he asked, pointing to a course catalog my friends had
included in the box.I had to say that, yes, I was aiming to finish my degree there when I was
through with boot camp and the training that followed.“Why the hell aren’t you an officer?” he
demanded. “Are you stupid?”I forget exactly what I answered. I’m sure it didn’t really matter; I
was already marked.We weren’t done. Besides the course catalog that had given me away, the
box contained a variety of contraband, apparently sent in innocence by my friend, Shay Sahay.
There was a bottle of Jack Daniel’s, a flask, a carton of Marlboro Lights, a Playboy magazine, a
Maxim magazine, three small Godiva chocolate mice, and a can of red-hot peanuts. All were
confiscated.Later that evening, I was called into the drill instructor’s hooch, where I saw my three
chocolate mice lined up at the top of his computer screen. Two of our other instructors were
there, trying to hide their smirks.Top Hat asked if I wanted the candy.“No, sir,” I answered
quickly.He wasn’t taking no for an answer. He told me to go get two of my best friends and return



to the office so each one of us could have a candy.Knowing this wasn’t going to end well, I went
out and came back with two recruits I didn’t particularly like—sorry guys. My feeling was that it
would be better to have them mad at me than to lose a friend.The drill instructor produced the
red-hot peanuts. The DI then instructed us to take a handful, put them in our mouths, and then
sing “Three Blind Mice.” If we didn’t lose our shit, we could have the chocolate.It wasn’t a
request.Those peanuts were hot. Tears were streaming down our cheeks before the end of the
first verse. I guess it was a pretty funny sight, because one of the instructors had to duck outside
so we wouldn’t see him laughing.To this day, I can’t hear the song “Three Blind Mice” without
tearing up a little. And not in a good way.POOR TRASHNeedless to say, Harvard became
something of a theme over the next few days. But I wasn’t razzed any more than most of the
other recruits, and fortunately the end of boot camp was in sight.In a lot of ways, I was more of a
typical Marine than a typical Harvard student. My background was “disadvantaged”—a nice way
of saying poor—and I genuinely was looking to both serve my country and make something of
myself, both in the service and later as a civilian.I was born in Chicago in 1979. My mom’s family
had come to America from Bogotá, Colombia, when she was a teenager. Her father had lost his
small shoe factory after some financial reverses and came to the U.S. to work. He eventually
brought the rest of the family to Chicago to settle. You can see the difference good nutrition and
health care make by looking at my aunts—none of the four born in Colombia stand over five feet
tall; my other four aunts, born in the United States, are considerably taller.My dad also emigrated
to America during his very early teens. His family had a farm in Mexico, but he was a bit of a
black sheep, the youngest of a large family, and largely on his own. He got a job working
construction in the Chicago area.My parents met at a local dance when Mom was eighteen and
Dad was a little older. It wasn’t love at first sight—he was more interested in her sister. But within
a few months they were dating seriously and soon married. I was the second of four children, the
only boy in the marriage. When I was two, we went to Mexico to help my ailing grandmother, who
was living on a small farm in the mountains of Chihuahua; we stayed until I was in second grade.
At that point, my father brought us back to Chicago and opened a small construction business.
When the school year was over, I’d generally go back to Mexico to help on the farm, cultivating
beans, watermelon, and corn. It was literally in the middle of nowhere, and I could spend hours
wandering, either on foot or horseback. I captured a baby coyote once and turned it into a pet—
as much as you can make a pet out of a coyote.It’s funny. In Mexico, I was taunted by the kids for
being American. In the U.S., I was taunted for being Mexican. As a little kid, I remember a lot of
fights. I’ve always been on the small side, especially as a kid, but I won more than my share—I
fought dirty. That’s fair, in my book, when you’re outnumbered or your opponent is bigger than
you.Around junior high, my mom and dad divorced. My mom, myself, and my three sisters
moved to an area just south of Chicago, an apartment so tiny that I slept on the floor of the living
room rather than a bed. We wouldn’t have had money for a bed even if there was space.My
father’s construction business had gone bust. I found out later that he and one of his cousins had
begun dabbling in the drug trade. If my father was making any money from his involvement, we



never saw it. Eventually, my father was busted and found guilty of felony possession with intent
to sell cocaine and marijuana. My uncle made out worse—he was shot and killed in Mexico. I
never found out the details, and don’t care to.Being poor is one thing. Having a dealer for a dad—
that’s a different level. I always knew we were poor. There was no shame in that. You worked
hard and things got better. But now as a young teenager, I felt we were trash.Lying on the floor of
our apartment one night, hungry and tired because I worked after school earning money to help
my mother pay for things, I told myself this was not who I was. I was not going to be poor trash
the rest of my life. I was going to college, no matter what it took.What college?The best:
Harvard.HARVARDI had some excellent teachers in high school, a fine principal, and good
friends who let me use their computers to complete assignments. I supplied the hard work and,
most of all, the motivation.I knew that if I could get into Harvard, they’d give me a scholarship
that would probably pay my way. So I got really nerdy. I called up Harvard students and asked
what they did to get in. I put together a four-year plan and showed it to my guidance
counselor.“You know, kids from here don’t usually go to Harvard,” he told me.“I understand it’s
hard,” I said, “but I am the kid who can.”He may have been doubtful, but he didn’t discourage me.
I was elected class president. I took every AP class available. I made the high school baseball
team, though I mostly rode the bench. I found a scholarship that sent me to Greece for several
weeks—in theory studying, though a good amount of time was spent with a girl I met there. My
real standout activity was the school quiz team, where my command of trivia—fueled by reading
free editions of an encyclopedia from cover to cover—helped immensely. We’d only gotten
editions up to the N’s, but I killed on any answer that started with the first half of the alphabet.I
had a variety of outside jobs to earn money—cashier at a pizza place, janitor, low man on a
construction crew, line cook at a small grill. I can still whip up a pretty good Chicago hot dog.And
if you have to ask what a Chicago-style hot dog is, you’ve obviously never had one. Here’s a hint,
though—they’re beef, neither grilled nor boiled, and the lettuce is generally considered
optional.A lot of the kids in my school were from working-class, Irish-American families, and
more than a few brought their parents’ racist attitudes to class. It was a time when Rush
Limbaugh was just getting started as a national broadcaster, and his rants were gaining
popularity. A smart Latino kid who was not afraid to voice his opinion rubbed a lot of my
classmates the wrong way.Most of the time I ignored them, but there were a few fights. I
remember one where I showed up at the alley after school and to my surprise discovered a
packed house waiting to watch me get beat up.There was even a guy playing a guitar on the
neighbor’s rooftop. My pummeling was going to be the week’s entertainment.I glanced over at
the bully, a good head taller than me. He had broad shoulders, hams for fists, and a confident
smirk. I figured my goal was to get a punch in and then pray I wouldn’t be too shattered before
someone rushed in to break it up.Things didn’t go exactly that way.“I don’t really want to fight,” I
told him.He answered with a hard right to my face, and another to my body. Then he kneed me in
my stomach.Rage spun up inside me. I jumped up from the ground, grabbed the bully’s hair, and
threw him to the ground. I jumped on top of him and started swinging.His body went lax.Fight



over. I let him up.“We’re done,” I said.“No, we’re not,” he insisted.He punched me again. I ducked
his next swing, but not quite all the way—his fist caught the back of my skull.Being hardheaded
has its advantages. My head broke his hand.The bully staggered back, pulling his arm up to hold
his hand. I jumped on him, grabbed his neck, and now there was no mercy. When I finally let him
go, he had no more fight left in him.He showed up the next day in a cast. I can’t remember being
challenged to a fight after that.HARVARD WASN’T THE ONLY COLLEGE I APPLIED TO, BUT
IT WAS ALWAYS MY FIRST choice. I did well on the college exams and was offered interviews
with local alumni. I remember taking two different trains and a bus to get up and over to
northwest Chicago for my first one. The woman was very nice. When we were done, she asked
when my mom was picking me up.“She’s not,” I told her. “She’s working. I’m catching the bus to
the train. It’s six blocks away.”That apparently shocked her. She studied me a moment, then
offered to give me a ride to the Metro.A few months afterward, Harvard offered a scholarship
covering all but about $4,000 of my housing and tuition. I spent the summer working at a meat-
packing plant to cover most of those and other expenses.My ambition at that time was to either
go to work at the CIA or join the State Department.Yeah, I wanted to be a spy, even though I had
no concrete idea what working at the Central Intelligence Agency was really like. I’d at least met
a diplomat when I traveled to Greece, which made the State Department a more realistic career
goal. I liked traveling, and getting someone else to pay for it isn’t a bad way to go.That did
eventually happen, though not quite in the way I’d imagined.MY DORM SUITE AT HARVARD
HAD TWO BEDROOMS, A BATH, AND A LIVING ROOM shared among four guys. That’s
standard at American colleges these days, but it was exciting to me—it was the most space I’d
ever lived in and the first bed I’d had in six years. I made my way past the Mercedes and the
moving vans, dropped my single bag of clothing, and became a Harvard undergrad.The whole
thing was culture shock, but mostly good. I was one of the few working-class kids, and certainly
a minority as a Latino. While most of my classmates were out partying the first week, I was
looking for work-study slots and an outside job. I ended up as a custodian in the dorms and
picked up needed cash and the occasional cookie doing odd jobs and shoveling snow in the
local neighborhood. I probably was the only person in Massachusetts praying for heavy snow
every winter night.My classes were the normal survey courses you take as a freshman, except
for a class that focused on the Maya and other precolonial South American history. I’d never
known much about my ancestry—I’m about twenty-five percent indigenous Mexican, according
to a family DNA test—so every lecture was a revelation about my past.I studied hard enough to
pull Bs and B-pluses—quite a difference from the As I got in high school, but the expectations
were higher here. Occasionally there were classes where my background hurt a little—try writing
a composition about golf without knowing the most basic facts of the game—but the social
aspects of school were far more difficult to master. I’d take a girl out, have a great time, then say
I’d see her the following week.“Why wait a week?” she’d ask.I’d answer truthfully: I have to work a
week to get the money to take you out and get paid again.The inevitable answer to that:Why not
just put it on your parents’ credit card?I was probably as much of a culture shock to them as they



were to me.The class differences were more important when it came to things like internships,
which were strongly encouraged even for freshmen. I remember a classmate casually
mentioning that he was going to intern that summer at the UN, thanks to an arrangement his dad
had made. There was no way to even apply for that internship as a freshman. I had to spend the
summer working for school, though I did manage to land an internship at a local law firm back
home with the help of my old junior high school principal. In sophomore year I moved in with
some friends, and to be honest, spent probably too much time partying. My grades slipped a bit,
then a bit more. There were broken rules and extenuating circumstances, but the bottom line
was I was “asked” to leave school, though they said I could reapply in a year.It was devastating. I
thought about tucking my tail between my legs and going home. I talked to my mom, and while
she was very comforting, I realized that going home meant giving up. I decided to stay and try to
turn it around.I couch-surfed for a while, found a stable if not well-paying job, and got an
apartment.A few months later, I walked down through Boston Common and saw the Marine
recruiting station.FATHERI should mention one fact about my enlistment—I had to lie to get
in.Not about drugs or anything criminal. About my leg.I’d been in a car accident when I was very
young. It messed up my left leg bad. To fix it, the doctors broke my femur in half. The result was
that my knee was not terribly stable. In fact, it looked a little funny to the doctor who examined
me when I joined.I told him I’d been born that way.Whether he believed me or not, he could see
that I could walk, and cleared me for training.The National Anthem sounded a little different the
day I graduated boot camp. I felt proud, ready to serve my country in an organization that has a
long history of courage and sacrifice. It wasn’t a macho thing. It was more belonging, and
patriotic. I’ve always believed in the idea of a great America, where people can come and
achieve more than they might have elsewhere. I was proof of it. Now I was in a position to pay the
country back.At some point during the graduation ceremony, I looked out into the audience and
saw my mom and one of my sisters. Still scanning around, I happened to catch a glimpse of my
father in another section.I couldn’t have been more shocked. I hadn’t seen him in years.Even
before the divorce, my father and I had a strained relationship. One of my strongest childhood
memories was going with him to McDonald’s, where he criticized me for eating my French fries
one at a time. More than criticized—he reached across the table and slapped them out of my
mouth, then told me I was gay for eating them like that.Obviously, issues.Seeing him at the
graduation enraged me, and still does. I felt as if he’d come to steal some portion of my
achievement, as if he was responsible for all the work I’d done to get this far. He hadn’t
supported me or encouraged me in anything to that point—not high school, not Harvard. And
now he somehow wanted a piece of this.Fair or not, that’s how I felt. I avoided him, staying close
to my mom and sisters, avoiding any possibility of contact. I’ve barely heard from him
since.GRADUATING BOOT CAMP IS JUST THE FIRST PHASE OF YOUR MILITARY CAREER.
MY next stop was the School of Infantry, where I learned the basic tactics and procedures all
infantrymen follow. I also learned the basics of my specialty as a mortarman.I loved it. As a
mortarman, you’re part of the infantry, right in the middle of the action. At the same time, there’s a



lot of math and quick decisions involved—perfect for a thinking fighting man. Brains as well as
brawn.You do have to hump with more gear—mortarmen have a regular infantry load, plus their
mortar. A 60 mm mortar has a tube that’s a good fifteen pounds before you add in the tripod.
You’re always under pressure to get the mortar up and ready to shoot—within forty seconds. It’s
impossible when you start; child’s play by the end of training.Another of those “in the moment”
things. There’s no time to be distracted by other thoughts. Especially when you realize
everything in the military is made by the lowest bidder, and all that is between you and disaster
is a very thin metal tube.I had one month of training. I had to pass everything on time before
returning to Harvard, which had re-accepted me for the winter semester. If there was any conflict
between the Marines and Harvard—if I got rolled back or failed training—the Marines would win.
Fortunately, I flew through the course and reported to Harvard with a few hours to spare, thanks
to the Greyhound Bus Company.I think a lot of my friends at Harvard thought I’d wash out of the
service, or maybe not come back to school. It was just unusual—Harvard’s such a strange place
that we didn’t think twice about going to school with movie stars (Natalie Portman was a student
while I was there), but no one knew anyone at college who was enlisted (as opposed to being in
ROTC or an officer) in the Marine Corps. I was also more liberal than the average Marine, so
nothing seemed to add up. But probably the biggest confusion for my friends was this: they knew
I don’t like being told what to do. And that, almost by definition, is what being in the service
means.In truth it wasn’t a problem. I understood the purpose of the orders I was given as a
Marine. Liking an order wasn’t part of the requirement.The truth is, I felt free in the Marines. I had
taken ownership of my life. It may seem contradictory, but joining the Corps was something I had
done on my own, with no expectation or pressure to conform with what society expected from
me as someone who got into Harvard.The achievement came with commitments. I had a six-
year contract. I knew I’d be activated at some point; it only made sense. I’ve never understood
the people who sign up for the Reserves but believe, sincerely, that their unit will never be called
to active duty, and that they themselves will never have to fight.Don’t join the military if you’re not
prepared to fight.HARVARD WAS EASIER THE SECOND TIME AROUND. MORE GROUNDED
AND LESS awed by my surroundings, I focused on getting through school and moving to the
next step of my life.The Corps and Harvard coexisted peacefully for the most part. There were
times when they clashed, though. Like in the basic introduction to Greek civilization class.Talking
about Greek heroes during one lecture, the professor made the point that these men were
willing to die for a greater cause. To me, though, they were willing to die together because that’s
what they were trained to do, just like a Marine. They were fighting for each other at least as
much as they were fighting for ideals.I mentioned that in class. He told me I was
wrong.Obviously, he’d never served in the military. I’m sure he knew a lot about Greek literature
and culture, just not so much about warriors.But those moments were more the exception than
the rule. I settled into my new routine—classes, work, drills once a month or so with my unit in
New Hampshire.Then one morning, the future changed.WAR“I think you’re going to war.”I
opened my eyes. It was September, one of the first days of class in the fall 2001 semester. My



girlfriend was hovering over me.“What are you talking about?” I asked.She pushed the laptop
toward me. I watched a video on CNN.com showing an airliner hitting one of the World Trade
Center towers. Moments later, a live feed showed the second plane striking the other
building.“Oh shit,” I said, “this is an attack.”I called my drill center, asking what I should do. They
told me they weren’t sure, but for the moment I was not to report.I spent most of the day with a
friend who was Indian, but who thought he would be mistaken for a Muslim and targeted. We
eventually went to a bar for drinks, spent much of the day talking about what might happen. No
one mistook him for anything but a tipsy Harvard student, and the day passed without
confrontation.A week or so later, having lunch in the luxuriously decked-out Harvard dining hall,
a friend sat down across from me and asked if I wanted to report for duty if called.“Yes, of course
I’ll go.”He scowled. “I didn’t ask if you would go. I asked if you wanted to go.”“Of course I do,” I told
him.Obviously not the answer he wanted. He lectured me on how America was really
responsible for the terrorist atrocity.I got a little heated answering. He kept going, even telling me
that the capitalist system was responsible for the outrage.His argument lost a bit of luster against
the backdrop of the well-polished wood panels and elaborate stained-glass windows. Irony was
obviously not his strong point.“Just remember,” I told him finally, “for every capitalist who was in
that building, there was a janitor, there was a firefighter, there was a police officer. You get to
enjoy the next couple of years because other people are going to go to war for you, and yet you’ll
look down on them. It’s very nice. Very nice.”It wasn’t just talk. I was ready to go. My seabag was
already packed. I wanted to fight. I wanted revenge. The fact that al Qaeda had killed innocent
Americans on our home soil was a shock to my psyche.Most everyone on campus was just as
shaken. Everyone thinks Harvard is a pacifist, antiwar place, but really it’s not. Later on there
would be some very small antiwar groups—the idiot who confronted me in the dining hall was a
member, I’m sure—but for the most part people were either apprehensive that there might be
another attack, this one on the school, or wanted revenge as I did. Or both.I HAD A RESERVE
TRAINING SESSION NOT LONG AFTER THE ATTACKS. I’D BEEN ASSIGNED to Bravo
Company, 1st Battalion, 25th Marines. The unit specialized in mountain fighting and operating in
cold weather—qualities we all knew would come in handy in Afghanistan, al Qaeda’s training
ground. That first weekend, there was a lot of cigarette smoking and officers coming by to see if
we were ready to fight.We wanted to be part of whatever was going to happen, but no one would
tell us anything. It was frustrating—and even more so when we went home without call-up
orders.When I got back to campus, I walked by Memorial Hall, which has a list of Harvard
students and graduates who died in war.The list stopped at Vietnam. That may be largely due to
the fact that America has fortunately lost fewer men and women in combat since the twentieth-
century wars, but to me it was a reminder of how much had changed in our society. It
emphasized how alone and different I was, an enlisted Marine at Harvard.The disconnect
between enlisted grunt and Harvard undergrad wasn’t conservative versus liberal, as most
people probably believe. It was more subtle, more class and expectation based.Students in my
foreign policy seminar—most of whom undoubtedly hoped to join the National Security



apparatus someday—would talk for hours about moving assets and using strategic forces when
what they really meant was making war. Killing people. Having your countrymen die. The
discussion didn’t get to the ground level—at best, casualties were a necessary price of
police.During one session, we gamed out the Afghan war. My fellow students talked about
accepting X number of casualties as an acceptable exchange.The Marine grunt in me
rebelled.“Those are real people,” I said. “We have to understand that when we’re saying this,
we’re talking about real people.”The class got quiet after that. But I doubt there was much lasting
effect.THAT SUMMER, I GOT AN INTERNSHIP WITH THE STATE DEPARTMENT IN
WASHINGTON, D.C. My section dealt with South and Central America; I answered phones
during a two-day mini-crisis over the value of the Uruguayan peso, which had plummeted due to
errant remarks by one of our under-secretaries. The controversy wasn’t a résumé builder, but it
was exciting to play even a tiny role in handling a real crisis.Everything about that internship was
exciting. Career diplomats freely shared advice and stories in the cafeteria. At any point you
could pass Secretary of State Colin Powell in the hallway. More importantly, there was an air of
optimism among the young people I worked with. The terror attacks had galvanized world
opinion. Not only were countries condemning terrorism, but they were willing to take steps to
correct the conditions that encouraged it, like poverty. My peers and I believed that, in the wake
of 9/11, America had a chance to forge lasting peace and stronger alliances around the
world.That would soon change.BOUGHT AT AUCTIONThe fall of my junior year, Harvard’s
fraternities decided to raise money for the Red Cross by selling dates. If you’re going to be both
politically incorrect and somewhat self-serving, then your only saving grace is to do it for charity.I
was enlisted for the auction block at the last minute, not because of my sleek Marine physique,
superior intellect, or ruggedly good looks. No, I happened to live right next to the bar where the
event was being held, and when one of the assigned dates didn’t show up, my fraternity mates
rushed me into service.The bidding was torrid. It rose to the grand sum of $43. When it looked
like a woman I’d already dated was about to win, I decided to spice things up by offering to pay
half if there was a higher bid.Kate Widland took the bait. She got me for $44, half of which I paid.
With inflation, I’m sure I’m worth $25 now at least.Kate grew up in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
where her parents had moved after living in Chicago. She was an environmental studies major,
at least partly because she suffered from asthma as a child. Harvard helped her complement
that interest with an understanding of how public policy can shape solutions; ultimately, she
would combine science with politics.We hit it off on our first date and things blossomed from
there. She was pretty, smart, far deeper and more well-rounded than many of the girls I’d met at
school. We both loved Casablanca. I was on a very limited budget, but she loved my creative
date ideas. Within a month we were an item.IT FEELS ODD TO TALK ABOUT KATE IN THIS
WAY NOW, TO TALK ABOUT ROMANCE and young love. Not to give the entire plot away, but
we get married and inevitably drift apart and finally divorce at what outsiders might think is the
worst possible time. Yet we remain friends, share in each other’s lives, and we certainly support
each other’s careers. But the terms of our relationship now are utterly different. Our romance was



pre-Iraq; our marriage came in the crucible of my floundering attempts to come to terms with
Iraq.I don’t dare say I’m beyond dealing with Iraq and the war. It’s not superstition. It’s an
acknowledgment that intense experiences shape you intensely, and are never really done with
you, even though you wish to be done with them.THE AFGHANISTAN PHASE OF WHAT WAS
NOW CALLED THE WAR ON TERROR RATCHETED up quickly. In the space of a few months,
U.S. bombers and a handful of American Special Forces men on the ground helped what had
been a ragtag resistance movement overthrow the Taliban, sending al Qaeda leader Osama bin
Laden into hiding and eventual exile in Pakistan. Meanwhile my unit still wasn’t activated for
deployment.Then we started hearing about Iraq. The Bush administration claimed that Iraq’s
leader, Saddam Hussein, was working with terrorists and actively developing weapons of mass
destruction—nuclear bombs—that could be used against the West.I thought it was bullshit, to be
honest. Why would Osama bin Laden be working with Iraq? The evidence was not convincing at
best and manufactured at worst. Iraq is largely a secular Arab nation; Muslim extremists, and bin
Laden especially, certainly did not align themselves with Hussein.It didn’t add up. And yet there
was a rush to war. The arguments became more and more ridiculous.By now I was a senior,
months away from graduating. Unlike before Afghanistan, there were big protests on campus. I
had mixed feelings. I was against the war, but I didn’t feel I should protest. It would be too weird—
if my unit was activated and I had to go, of course I would, so why would I protest beforehand?I
understand I had a right to; every American has that right. But it just would have felt incongruent.
Or weird, take your pick.A lot of people knew I was the only Marine reservist on campus—in fact,
our campus newspaper interviewed me for a story. Classmates would come up to me and say,
“Hey, if you get activated, take care of yourself.” A few would try to talk me out of reporting if I got
activated. I didn’t get into any arguments; there was no sense.Toward the end of 2002, I got the
word: my unit would be activated the first week of January. I was to report for active duty and join
the unit for our “workup”—the specific training and preparation for a mission—prior to being sent
overseas. I would miss my final semester.My activation was coming during the Christmas
holiday but before final exams. One of the advantages of being a very old institution is that
Harvard has dealt with a wide variety of situations, including something like this. I met with my
professors and was offered the choice of either taking the grade I had to that point in the
semester, or taking a proctored exam, which according to Harvard rules meant I would be
supervised by a chaplain while taking the test.There was one class where taking the exam might
make a positive difference—Intro to Shakespeare. So I carried around my huge Shakespeare
anthology during the workup for our deployment.I humped all thirty-seven plays and one
hundred fifty-four sonnets with me to the field. I didn’t recite iambic pentameter between mortar
rounds, but I did contemplate the fact that the book was thick enough to stop a bullet. Maybe
even a mortar shell.I got a B+. It made up for all the crap I took from the guys around me.Lugging
around Shakespeare was arguably the most difficult thing I did on that deployment. After about
six months of training in the Carolinas, they called a company formation and informed us that we
were going to Okinawa, Japan. We were to sit there and be ready in case North Korea went off



the rails.In retrospect, I guess it was better than heading to Afghanistan or Iraq, which was where
we all thought we were going at the time. But I resented it. I was one semester away from
graduating. If I had to miss school and put my civilian life on hold for a year or so, I wanted it to
mean something. I didn’t want to be a dogcatcher waiting for the Eternal General Secretary—
aka Kim Jong-il—to do something stupid.It was a low-priority job, to be honest. Safe, maybe—
but you don’t join the Marines to get safe or low-priority jobs. I had trained for war, expected and
wanted to go. I was disturbed by the bogus reasons the Bush administration gave for going to
war, but I wanted to fight. Sitting around in Japan felt like mostly a waste of time.Upper command
seemed to agree—they sent all the ROTC kids home in time for their next semester.Me,
because I was not going to be a fancy officer, had to put off graduating another year.We spent
the time training and trying not to be bored. Jungle warfare training was the best. Zip lines were
fun. Bug eating was . . . different.The ants were the best. Mealworms in a pinch. Here’s a hint:
use a straw if you can. It goes down quicker, and you think about it less.Okinawa itself was a
fascinating place. I mostly stayed on the base, but every so often I’d head into town and check
out the food or the night scene. We found a club that featured a contest to the death between a
tarantula and scorpion. (The scorpions generally won.)Kate took some time off and flew out for
about a week, arriving in Tokyo in the middle of a typhoon. She managed to get to Okinawa after
spending the night on the terminal floor, and we had a fun time, driving around the island,
snorkeling, visiting tourist sites. My being deployed overseas was a new experience for her as
well as me. Her family did not have a deep military tradition, and as far as we knew, I was the
only deployed enlisted Marine at Harvard.She could be very understanding. Like the time I lost
track of what time she was arriving for a visit, and she walked into the middle of a rumble in the
squad bay. There was a military reason: one of our fellow Marines had missed a crowd control
exercise, and so we brought him up to speed with the help of pepper spray and impromptu
wrestling and boxing techniques. Just like they trained us.A Valentine’s Day to remember, I’m
sure.I made lance corporal that year.There’s a belief that sergeants in the military run everything,
but in my experience, it’s really the lance corporals who make the show. They’re the ones who do
all the hard work. So, making lance corporal was a milestone. Authority-wise, it let me take
charge of work parties—not exactly a glamor position. But it also made me a member of the so-
called Lance Corporal Underground, the Corps’ informal information network, a place where
advice and intelligence flow freely.If you want to know what’s going on, see a lance
corporal.When you make E-3, you get half a blood stripe—an homage, in a way, to the “full”
blood stripe worn by E-4s and above on their uniforms. The exact nature of the E-3 ceremony
can only be divulged to actual lance corporals, but suffice to say that the congratulatory
pounding of my new chevrons produced an ample flow of red.Incidentally, the official blood
stripe for NCOs and officers commemorates Marine Corps heroism at the Battle of Chapultepec,
where the Marines led an uphill assault on a heavily fortified position in Mexico City, ultimately
taking the hill despite tremendous losses. The battle helped secure America’s victory in the
Mexican-American War.Having spent a lot of time in Mexico as a child, I also know the other



side of the story: a heroic stand by a vastly outnumbered force consisting primarily of teenage
military cadets. When the cadets ran out of bullets, rather than surrendering, they wrapped
themselves in flags and threw themselves off the cliff. They are honored in Mexico as the Niños
Héroes.Which version of the story you prefer depends on your perspective.Attitudes toward
gender and sexuality have been controversial in the U.S. military for quite some time; maybe
forever. I served during the “Don’t ask, don’t tell” period, which was supposed to be a
compromise from previous explicitly antigay policies. If you didn’t say you were gay, you wouldn’t
be bothered—or kicked out of the service.In practice, things were a lot more complicated. This
isn’t a book on policy, and the issues of gender and sexuality extend far beyond the Marine
Corps. Being an organization of mostly young men—women were not admitted to combat arms
until 2016—there was quite a bit of unspoken anxiety over gayness and gender identity. While
we were in Tokyo, I went out to a bar with some fellow Marines. One of our number—and
ironically probably the most homophobic—fell under the sway of a lithe young creature with a
fairly prominent Adam’s apple—apparently invisible to him in the dark. When he finally
understood the nature of things, he went outside and threw up.Later, he spent quite a lot of time
asking if I thought the attraction made him gay.Drunk, yes. Gay, probably not. Though to mess
with him I had to say “yes.”Doubts about sexuality, attraction, identity—they’re never going to be
eliminated in a culture where those things are controversial or even under question. The Corps
reflected that.The only combat we saw that activation was in an Air Force enlisted men’s club,
where Air Force servicepeople decided to test Marine Corps mettle. Legend has it that three
Marines took on one hundred fifty Air Force—there may be some exaggeration on both sides. I
got out as soon as the MPs showed up—I don’t mind fighting, but the paperwork involved when
you’ve been caught is a bitch.There were a few times on that deployment when I was stuck with
the modern-day version of Shore Patrol—the unhappy saps who have to respond to a situation
before the actual MPs get called. You basically have all the authority of a crossing guard. You
can’t make an arrest, and the likely reaction of any Marine when called out is a pair of fists in
your face.Which of course must be answered, which leads to the MPs or police being called.
And a lot of paperwork.I took an entrepreneurial approach: I’d give a guy ten bucks to spend at a
bar down the street. Problem solved, and no blood or paperwork besides.3/25Our Japan
deployment meant that the unit would not be reactivated for at least another year. That was the
good news. The bad news was that I still had a semester to go at Harvard and had missed the
early round of job interviews customarily granted to seniors. Here I was twenty-four, not yet a
graduate, not yet in the permanent workforce. I did work my last semester as a bouncer at a bar
in town, often hauling out classmates who couldn’t hold their liquor or their tongues. But I felt a
little stuck, behind where I should be.Looking back, I don’t mean to downplay what I’d achieved
with the help of my family. Statistically, you won’t find many young Latino males raised by single
women in households with sketchy backgrounds getting college degrees, let alone from
Harvard. The odds were far better that I’d be in prison, or even dead. I’d worked hard to get
where I was. But that hard work had gifted me a quandary—what exactly was the next step?Due



to my activations, Kate was now graduating with me, and we decided we would go back to her
home state, New Mexico, and try to find jobs there. We’d work on some campaigns—it was
2004, a presidential year with a lot of elections in need of young workers—and then put together
a long-range plan. Maybe I’d take the Foreign Service exam; maybe she would go to law school.
Working for a few months outside of the college bubble would help us decide.I should mention
that I’m a Democrat and was looking to work on a Democrat’s campaign. I grew up poor, took
advantage of things the Democrats championed like Pell Grants and school lunch programs,
and in general found myself in line with the party’s aims. Critics call those programs handouts.
They’re more like helping hands, giving people an opportunity to reach more of their potential.
When you succeed, you feel a debt of gratitude to the country, and you want to pay back in any
way you can. Even though I was already a serviceman, I still felt I needed to contribute more to
my country.I found a job working in Santa Fe for an independent, union-sponsored organization
called America Coming Together that was aiming to help John Kerry’s campaign. I was a field
organizer, going house to house getting people registered to vote.Kate’s hunt not only took
much longer; it took her to Arizona, where she was hired by the Democratic Party to work on
campaigns.We now had a long-distance relationship. Just as importantly, the move affected my
Reserve status. Because I could no longer attend training in New Hampshire, I needed to join a
unit closer to home. That brought me to Company D of the 4th Reconnaissance Battalion of the
U.S. Marine Corps, a headquarters and service company that supported a Marine Recon
unit.Known as “Marine Raiders,” the Recon forces are roughly the equivalent of Navy SEALs and
Army Special Forces soldiers, though generally tasked with specific Marine Corp missions.
Things have changed a bit since I served, but Recon then and now consists of highly trained
Marines who can operate behind enemy lines, perform special missions, prepare assaults, and
do a lot of what SEALs and Green Berets do, just not with the same PR blast.Even these guys
need units supporting them, and that was the job of the company I reported to, Company D, or
Delta Company as we would refer to it in the military. The unit included Marines who were in the
Recon pipeline or training program but had not finished. There were also men who had been
candidates for Marine Recon but ended up dropping out and being reassigned to Delta for one
reason or the other.
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adjusting from life in a cul-de-sac in El Paso, Texas, to a cabin off-grid in the wilderness of
Alaska, The Man Who Played with Fire: Stieg Larsson's Lost Files and the Hunt for an Assassin,
The Giant Killer: The incredible true story of the smallest man to serve in the U.S. Military—
Vietnam veteran Green Beret Captain Richard J. Flaherty - Silver Star, 2 Bronze Stars, & 2
Purple Hearts., Sprinting Through No Man's Land: Endurance, Tragedy, and Rebirth in the 1919
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Bob Derga, “A Tribute to All Lima 3/25 Marines. A well written tribute to all of the Lima 3/25
Marines including my son Cpl Dustin Derga who was the first of the Lima fallen at the house of
terror. Thank you Ruben for sharing this story so all know the details of this deployment. You
have answered so many of my questions. I stand proud that my son is your brother.”

C B McCarthy, “A must read to prepare for combat deployments. This is a must read for Marine
Corps reservists and a fantastic book for those in the infantry. If you are in the military and could
deploy to an area where you could see casualties you owe it to yourself to read this book. It is an
excellent addition to the “5,000 year old mind.” Reading it will help prepare you for that difficult
deployment.The author’s description of the mobilization process, unit formation, getting into
theater, and the tense interplay between reservists and active duty is important for reservists to
understand.The author properly explains how there is lots of boredom and waiting, and what
Marines do to fill the time. When there is action, Gallego does an extraordinary job narrating the
overall action and his role. He deftly moves between the third person while describing the overall
battle, and his role in it. He uses his platoon mates’ narrative to draw the reader into a terrible
and violent event. Then he tells the reader where he was: overwatch and security. Like a
professional, he followed leadership’s orders and did everything possible to maximize lethality
and minimize casualties. He comes back with many great examples of the little things an
infantryman does to keep his team safe. Even after casualties and ridiculous amounts of combat
stress this book shows the mental discipline necessary to finish a difficult deployment.Gallego’s
description of combat discipline is perhaps the best I’ve read. He focuses on what truly counts in
combat such as gear, mental preparation, muzzle awareness and avoiding friendly fire incidents.
While acknowledging the discipline gained in garrison from following rules, he rightly points out
that blousing boots is not what makes Marines combat effective.Quick note- the author is a
congressman. If you disagree with his politics, statistically you have lots of company. That should
not discourage you from reading this fantastic combat memoir.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good Marine story.. But total political BS. The authors war story had me on
pins and needles. His BS about Jan 6th was just that BS. Would have been a good book if
politics had been left out. I should have known better when he disclosed at the beginning that
he's a demoncat.”

A from CA, “Excellent Read provided deep insight. Congressman Gallego's book provides deep
insight into what happened in the ground in Iraq. The book flows well and keeps you engaged.
The personal details allow you feel as you know all of his fellow Marines as you learn about they
quirk and background. I appreciate the background of his upbringing and the insight be provides
about his experience during the inssurection of January 6th”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Emotional and Excellent read!. Great read, emotional and eye opening to
the realities the war many Americans like me only heard about on the evening news. Sure we
grieved the loss of our young men and women but this book delivers the haunting memories of a
Marine who survived a kind of hell most Americans never will have to. Thank you for your
service....then and now Mr Gallego.”

Jody Davids, “An important story -- honest and engaging. As the mother of a son who served in
the Lima Co. 3/25 -- and who made the ultimate sacrifice -- I found in this book the answers that
I would have wanted my son to share with me, had he returned home. The telling of the story is
honest, engaging, and both factual and emotional. I have given away a dozen copies to friends
-- highly recommend!”

FRC, “Fascinating Story Well Written. This honest, first-hand account of Ruben's route to
Harvard interrupted by his USMC enlistment that included a tour of duty in Iraq is fascinating!
His teammates in the Corps are brought to life and his honesty in his and their personal
struggles both there and upon returning bring to life the reality of being a Marine in combat as
well as how he and many of them attempted to adjust to civilian life upon return after their
enlistment was completed.”

The book by Ruben Gallego has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 172 people have provided feedback.
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